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altium designer 20.0 introduces a new region type
in the drafting view that supports 2d and 3d views
of your project files. you can toggle between the
two regions to view your project in 2d or 3d. the
2d region supports the existing behavior for the
drafting view in general, while the 3d region
provides the same 2d functionality but with
access to 3d views. the 3d region also enables
easy navigation between views and subviews. for
more information, refer to the new region type
intro video. altium designer's on-demand licensing
offers a global floating license capability, within
the geographic scope of your license and the
conditions set out in the eula, without the need to
implement your own dedicated server. this system
provides a flexible, streamlined approach to
licensing, allowing you to obtain a license in
seconds, when and where you want it. for other
license types, please contact your sales
representative or chat with us. altium designer is
a complete electronic design suite for pcb design
and schematic capture. its powerful feature set
includes advanced 3d plotting, multi-core platform
support, and support for many of the latest
industry-standard components and technologies.
best of all, altium designer is a powerful tool
which can be used to produce reliable, high-
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quality electronic systems. with altium designer
you can design pcbs for most applications,
including: automotive electronics connectivity
consumer electronics defense healthcare
industrial medical plcs telecommunications vme
wireless
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the new features have also been designed to work
with the altium embedded eda tools, which
provide an extensive toolset of spice-based

analysis tools to work in conjunction with spice-
based simulation. these include circuit extraction
and partitioning, flow diagrams, interactive design

files and a range of other features. altium
embedded spice engine and eda tools are

designed to work within altium designer, and can
be used alongside the existing altium embedded
eda tools to provide a complete suite of spice-
based features. the new spice engine is also

designed to work with the latest version of altium
embedded eda tools, which introduces improved
features and controls for interactive design files,

including the ability to specify different
components for each clock, and to use the altium
designer user interface when creating these files.

the new spice engine also includes a range of
features designed to provide increased

performance when working with larger circuit
designs. the altium embedded spice engine and
altium embedded eda tools have been designed
to be scalable, providing the ability to add and
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remove new features as the size and complexity
of the simulation increases. this means that a
single simulation can offer features that are

designed to cater for a wide range of different
needs. this flexibility also means that designers
can add the features they need when they need
them, and can also choose to remove features

that may not be needed. altium designer 20.0 is a
significant release for altium users, introducing a

number of new features and enhancements, many
of which we have made available to you for free.
let's have a look at some of the new features that

altium designer 20.0 introduces. 5ec8ef588b
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